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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense 
of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land." 
I John 4:18: "There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out fear: because 
fear hath torment. He that feareth is not made perfect in love."  
Heb 13:6: "So that we may boldly say, The Lord is my helper, and I will not fear 
what man shall do unto me."  
II Timothy 1:7: "For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of 
love, and of a sound mind."  

Psa 103:13 Like as a father pitieth [his] children, [so] the LORD pitieth them that fear 

him. 

Psa 103:17 But the mercy of the LORD [is] from everlasting to everlasting upon them 

that fear him, and his righteousness unto children's children; 

Psa 111:10 The fear of the LORD [is] the beginning of wisdom: a good understanding 

have all they that do [his commandments]: his praise endureth for ever. 

Psa 115:11 Ye that fear the LORD, trust in the LORD: he [is] their help and their 

shield. 

Psa 115:13 He will bless them that fear the LORD, [both] small and great. 

Psa 118:4 Let them now that fear the LORD say, that his mercy [endureth] for ever. 

Psa 118:6 The LORD [is] on my side; I will not fear: what can man do unto me? 
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Psa 135:20 Bless the LORD, O house of Levi: ye that fear the LORD, bless the 

LORD. 

Psa 147:11 The LORD taketh pleasure in them that fear him, in those that hope in his 

mercy. 

Pro 1:7 The fear of the LORD [is] the beginning of knowledge: [but] fools despise 

wisdom and instruction. 

Pro 1:29 For that they hated knowledge, and did not choose the fear of the LORD: 

Pro 3:7 Be not wise in thine own eyes: fear the LORD, and depart from evil. 

Pro 8:13 The fear of the LORD [is] to hate evil: pride, and arrogancy, and the evil 

way, and the froward mouth, do I hate. 

 

 
US patent for microchip with tattoo! 
 
This patent is for an implant but on the skin a tattoo to indicate where the chip is!!   
October 16, 2003--Skin marking for indicating subdermal chip  

Abstract 

The presence of a device that is implanted under the skin of a subject and that 
stores information that can be read by an external device is indicated by an 
externally visible marking on the skin of the subject.  

http://appft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-
Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-
bool.html&r=2&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PG01&s1=20030195523&OS=20030195523&
RS=20030195523 

 The HEXagram & the Mark of the Beast 

Many believe the six-pointed star/HEXagram is a Jewish/Christian symbol but nothing 
could be further from the truth as it is one of the highest most wicked of all occult 
symbols. The six-pointed star/HEXagram is a curse mark no matter what name it may 
have: Star of David, Solomon‟s Seal, Double Triangle, Shield of David, etc. When an 
occult practitioner puts a curse on someone, he uses the HEXagram. “Brethren, my 
heart‟s desire and prayer to God for Israel is, that they might be saved. For I bear them 
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record, that they have a zeal for God, but not according to knowledge.” (Rom 10:1-2) It 
is not my goal to condemn the Jewish people, but to condemn the six-pointed star, a 
curse symbol. The hexagram star was mentioned and condemned by the God of Israel 
in Amos 5:26 and it was called by Him, `the star of your god, Moloch‟ or otherwise 
called `Chiun‟. Amos 5:26-27 But ye have born the tabernacle of your Moloch, and 
Chiun (Remphan) your images, the STAR OF YOUR GOD, which ye made to 
yourselves.  

Therefore, will I cause you to go into captivity beyond Damascus, saith the 
Lord...Reference was also made to the Israelites having it in the wilderness in Acts 7:43 
by Stephen. Here it was called the Star of Remphan. All these names refer to the `god‟ 
Saturn. Now, the name SATURN in Chaldee is pronounced Satur; but, as every 
Chaldee scholar knows, consists only of four letters, thus – Stur [ed. Star?]. This name 
contains exactly the Apocalyptic number.‟ (Hislop, p. 269) S = 060 T = 400 U = 006 R = 
200: = 666 Now Saturn is also the sixth Planet from the Sun, has six letters and Saturn 
is associated with Satan which has a very similar spelling. 

The National ID & The Mark of the Beast 

Regarding the question of whether the National ID card is the „Mark of the Beast‟; by 
analyzing the verses in Revelation that pertain to the „Mark of the Beast‟ (which we will 
do in this audio study) it seems apparent that the „mark‟ will have to be received in ones 
forehead or hand but nevertheless I do not recommend getting the National ID card. It 
seems that the „mark‟ will be connected to the name of the beast, or the number of his 
name but the actual „mark‟ is the thing that is consistently emphasized if we examine 
the verses in Revelation. Now another condition of the mark would be that you will not 
be able to buy or sell without it and in the US (at least initially)this condition would not 
apply to the National ID card. Also looking at these verses in Revelation the taking of 
the „mark‟ occurs during the 7 year tribulation and not before it. In light of this the anti-
Christ will have to be the world ruler before the „mark‟ can be implemented and we 
know from Revelation and Daniel that this takes place during the 7 year tribulation. We 
will also be looking at the US National ID card in depth and how Homeland Security via 
Michael Chertoff is aggressively pursuing its implementation. Real ID Act/National ID 
Will Enslave America–Take Proactive Measures 
http://action.downsizedc.org/wyc.php?cid=30

FUTURE DRUGS FOR MIND CONTROL AND TO CHANGE MORALITY 
Revelation 18:23 
And the light of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of  
the bridegroom and of the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee: for thy  
merchants were the great men of the earth; for by thy sorceries were all nations  
deceived. 
pharmakeia  far-mak-i'-ah: medication (pharmacy), i.e. (by extension) magic --  
sorcery, witchcraft. 

 _Pharmakeia Vaccinations (5) – Scott A. Johnson – 00.mp3 
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 _Pharmakeia Vaccinations (6) – Scott A. Johnson – 00.mp3 
 _PharmakeiaSorceryDrugs (1) – Scott A. Johnson – 00.mp3 
 _PharmakeiaSorceryDrugs (2) – Scott A. Johnson – 00.mp3 
 _PharmakeiaSorceryDrugs (3) – Scott A. Johnson – 00.mp3 
 _PharmakeiaSorceryDrugs (4) – Scott A. Johnson – 00.mp3 

Scientists warn that drugs of the future will be designed specifically to control the 
human mind  By Ethan A. Huff, staff writer--April 15 - It may sound like something out 
of a science fiction plot, but Oxford researchers say that modern conventional medicine 
is gradually developing ways to change the moral states of humans through 
pharmaceutical drugs, and thus control the way people think and act in various life 
situations. These new drugs will literally have the ability to disrupt an individual's 
personal morality, and instead reprogram that person to believe and do whatever the 
drug designer has created that drug to do. 
Science has ignored the question of moral improvement so far, but it is now becoming a 
big debate," said Dr. Guy Kahane from the Oxford Centre for Neuroethics in the UK. 
"There is already a growing body of research you can describe in these terms. Studies 
show that certain drugs affect the ways people respond to moral dilemmas by 
increasing their sense of empathy, group affiliation and by reducing aggression." 
 
While this may sound good in theory, mind control is already a very dangerous side 
effect of existing drugs. Take the antidepressant drug Prozac, for instance, which has 
been known to cause those taking it to lash out in violent rages. One young boy 
murdered his father by beating him and stabbing him in the head, and hit his mother 
with a crowbar and stabbed her in the face, shortly after starting to take Prozac 
(http://www.naturalnews.com/News_000...). 
 
But the kinds of drugs Kahane and his colleagues are referring to imply designer drugs 
specifically designed to not only alter one's mental state, but also to change the way 
that person thinks about situations from a moral perspective. The end result is literally a 
type of drug-induced mind control where human subjects will be controlled by someone 
else, and unable to make conscious decisions for themselves. 
 http://www.naturalnews.com/032088_mind_control_drugs.html#ixzz1Jp8TkQG9 

Articles Related to This Article:  
• Psychiatric Drugs: Chemical Warfare on Humans - interview with Robert Whitaker 
 
• The great direct-to-consumer prescription drug advertising con: how patients and 
doctors alike are easily influenced to demand dangerous drugs 
 
• The raw (and ugly) truth about the war on drugs 
 
• The FDA Exposed: An Interview With Dr. David Graham, the Vioxx Whistleblower 
 
• 28 Senators vote to maintain Big Pharma monopoly over U.S. consumers; 
Republicans oppose free trade for medicine 
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• The ADHD Scam and the Mass Drugging of Schoolchildren (Transcript) 
 
Learn more: 
http://www.naturalnews.com/032088_mind_control_drugs.html#ixzz1Jp97CCdQ 

 
Dangers of a Totalitarian Society Exposed in ―Brave New World‖  
And it seems to me perfectly in the cards that there will be within the next  
generation or so a pharmacological method of making people love their 
servitude,  
and producing … a kind of painless concentration camp for entire societies, so  
that people will in fact have their liberties taken away from them but will  
rather enjoy it, because they will be distracted from any desire to rebel by  
propaganda, brainwashing, or brainwashing enhanced by pharmacological 
methods." 
- Aldous Huxley  

Aldous Leonard Huxley (26 July 1894 – 22 November 1963) was an English writer 
best known for his novels including Brave New World and a wide-ranging output of 
essays. Aldous Huxley was a humanist and pacifist, and he was latterly interested in 
spiritual subjects such as parapsychology and philosophical mysticism.[1] He is also well 
known for advocating and taking psychedelics. 

On a superficial level Brave New World is the portrait of a perfect society. The  
citizens of this Utopia live in a society that is free of depression and most of  
the social-economic problems that trouble the world today. All aspects of life  
are controlled for the people of this society: population numbers, social class,  
and intellectual ability. History is controlled and rewritten to suit the needs of  
the state. All this is done in the name of social stability. When one looks  
beneath the surface of this "perfect' society it becomes evident that it is  
nothing of the sort. Eugenics, social conditioning, and anti-depressant drugs  
have solved many of the problems faced by many modern societies; poverty,  
class tensions and overpopulation; but at the costs of individuality and with  
that their humanity. The citizens of "brave new world" are engineered to suite  
the needs of the state. Individual expression is impossible because everyone  
is conditioned to think alike. Brave New World is a book about a future that  
seems more viable and less brave with each passing day as our values  
become more materialistic and as our faith in God dwindles slowly to be  
replaced by technology.  
In the futuristic society of the novel, God has  been replaced by science and 
technology as a source substance and  
meaning in life. As a consequence the words "Christ" and "God" are replaced  
with "Ford." This is done because Huxley believed that the shift in emphasis  
from God to technology occurred, to a large extent, with Henry Ford's  
introduction of the Model-T.1 Instead of using the Christian calendar this date  
is used as the opening date of a new era; the date is After Ford (A.F.) 632.  
This shift in importance is symbolized by substituting the Christian Cross with  
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the Ford T.2  
The motto of the new World State that now controls the world is  
"Community, Stability, Identity." This motto emphasizes the importance of the  
society over the individual. Community emphasizes the importance of the  
individual as a contributor to society. Identity is used to refer to the various  
castes which divide the society, their various tasks and their class  
distinguishing uniforms. Stability is the main goal of the World State. The  
World state was founded on the principles of controlled eugenics and social  
conditioning, the elimination of the family, and the belief that homogeneity of  
thought and behavior all lead to a stable society. The novel opens with a tour  
of a factory where the unborn citizens of "brave new world" are being created.  
They are not born naturally but in an assembly line resembling the kind  
that Ford first invented to produce cars. A process called Bokanovsky  
"budding," is used to produce as many as ninety-six children from a single  
sperm and ovum…. http://www.123helpme.com/assets/17073.html  

 
From: Lyn 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 11:14 PM 
Subject: Couple outraged after hospital takes newborn baby away 
 
Hi Scott, This type of news is disturbing.  I used to work as an R.N. for many years and 
cannot believe the hospital would call CPS and show up with a policeman over a case 
of mild jaundice.  This is a hospital I would advise everyone avoiding. 
 
Last week in Nevada, Lincoln and Cecilia Rogers found out the hard way just how 
little “parental rights” can mean in some situations. Their newborn daughter Lilia 
was slightly jaundiced, so the staff at Summerlin Hospital recommended she be 
kept overnight. The couple received a second opinion from a pediatrician at the 
hospital, who agreed with the couple that they could care for little Lilia at home. 
“We really wanted to take the natural approach if we could,” Cecilia is quoted as 
saying in a KTNV report. 
 
But their original nurse disagreed – and called Child Protective Services (CPS). 
When CPS arrived with a police officer, they made it clear that baby Lilia would 
not be going anywhere. “If you leave the hospital,” the officer told Cecilia, “I will 
have to arrest you and your husband.” "And then Child Protective Services 
walked in and started interrogating my wife," Lincoln recalls. "Basically, they 
were going to take the baby and put her in that incubator no matter what. I 
thought we had no option." 
 
Blessings, Lyn 

 
Fighting Child Protective Services False Accusations 
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Mother Jailed for Taking Vaccine Damaged Daughter Off the Drug Risperdal  
By Christina England | April 1st, 2011 |  

 
A mother from Detroit was jailed this week for trying to protect herself and her 
daughter from the police and the CPS. Maryanne Godboldo’s problems began 
when her daughter aged 13 was given mandatory vaccinations. The shots were 
given to her daughter to enable her to begin public school. Shortly after the vaccines, 
Ms Godboldo noticed a sudden change in daughters behaviour. Her daughter became 
easily irritated, suffering severe mood swings with episodes of facial grimacing. Worried 
about her daughters strange and „uncharacteristic behaviour‟ she asked the „The 
Children‟s Centre‟ for help. The centre recommended that her daughter took the 
controversial anti psychotic drug Risperdal. Instead of improving her daughter‟s 
behavior however, the drug made her aggressive and violent. 
Unhappy with her daughter‟s treatment, Godboldo decided to ask for a second opinion. 
She asked the advice of a holistic physician who recommended that she wean her 
daughter off the drug. Despite her daughters rapid improvement however, immediately 
she was weaned off the drug, the CPS arrived to remove the child. 
Terrified that she was about to lose her child forever, Godboldo barricaded herself and 
her daughter inside the house. After making sure that her daughter was safe, she 
picked up a gun and warning the police and the CPS off she fired the gun into the air. A 
mediator was immediately rushed to the scene and after some persuading the 
frightened and reluctant mother released the child. This was only after she was 
promised that her daughter would be given to a relative and not go into care. Ms 
Godboldo was then arrested and later jailed. 
Family members say that despite the promises made to the mother, the girl was taken 
into protective custody anyway. 
http://detnews.com/article/20110328/METRO01/103280326/Detroit-mother-jailed-after-
standoff#ixzz1I6iDT08L and http://www.ahrp.org/cms/content/view/790/9/  
Ms Godboldo has since been released from jail on a $200,000 personal bond, which 
has been hailed a small victory. Sadly her daughter remains in the care of the state. Ms 
Godboldo‟s attorney says: 
“My client did NOT shoot at the police,” Folmar said afterwards. “Child Protective 
Services was trying to force her child to take a dangerous medication, Risperdal, 
against her will. We have been able to get a court order signed by [Wayne County 
Circuit Court] Judge Richard Skutt, staying the administration of this drug, which is not 
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approved by the FDA (Federal Drug Administration) in such cases. That‟s why they put 
her in Hawthorne, so they could dope her up.” http://voiceofdetroit.net/?p=5998 
Here we have the story of a healthy young teenage girl, who up to the age of 13 had 
been home tutored. To enable her to enter a public school she is force vaccinated with 
vaccine after vaccine. After she suffers a severe adverse reaction, her desperate 
mother asks for help. Instead of help, she is advised to give her teenage daughter a 
dangerous anti psychotic drug that further poisons her daughter. Through sheer 
desperation she sought a second opinion. As soon as the child shows signs of 
improvement CPS moves in to steal the child to continue the treatment no doubt. 
Over recent years we have found ourselves in a situation where we have an epidemic of 
psychotic children. However, every professional knows that for every action there is a 
reaction. So to understand why we are being suddenly faced with millions of children 
requiring anti psychotic medication, we need to look for a possible cause. 
To enable us to delve deeper we need to look to when the changes in children‟s 
behaviour began. According to many paediatric psychiatrists the problem began to 
become apparent in the early 1990′s. Another event began to occur around this time 
and that was the sudden, dramatic rise in the numbers of children being diagnosed with 
Autism and ADHD. Is there a link here? Well, I believe that there is. 
As we know the conditions autism and ADHD have been linked to vaccines for many 
years. In particular they have been linked with the MMR vaccine. The monovalent 
measles vaccine was replaced by the trivalent measles, mumps, rubella (MMR) vaccine 
in January 1990. Since that time hundreds of thousands of children suffering from 
autism and ADHD have been prescribed anti psychotic drugs to control their behaviour. 
http://vactruth.com/2011/04/01/mother-jailed-for-taking-vaccine-damaged-daughter-off-
the-drug-risperdal  

Vaccines Cultivated From Aborted Infants
• Rubella: Meruvax, Rudivax & Eruvax

• Measles and Rubella: M-R-VAX & Rudi-Rouvax

• Rubella and Mumps: Biavax

• MMR (Measles, Mumps, Rubella): M-M-R II, 
R.O.R., Trimovax and Priorix.

• Hepatitis A:  (VAQTA) & (HAVRIX)

• Chicken Pox:  Varivax

• Polio: Poliovax

• Rabies: Imovax

• Smallpox: AC AM 1000

**Human Diploid Cell Culture: WI-38, MRC-5,                              
RA 27/3 (Rubella--Abortus--27th Infant--3rd

Tissue Sample)

 

http://voiceofdetroit.net/?p=5998
http://vactruth.com/2011/04/01/mother-jailed-for-taking-vaccine-damaged-daughter-off-the-drug-risperdal
http://vactruth.com/2011/04/01/mother-jailed-for-taking-vaccine-damaged-daughter-off-the-drug-risperdal


• Dr Kalokerinos (International Vaccine

Newsletter-June 1995) was quoted               

saying: "My final conclusion after                     

forty years or more in this business                 

[of medicine], is that the unofficial                   

policy of the World Health                       

Organization and the 'Save the Children's 

Fund' and ... other vaccine promoting 

organizations is one of murder and genocide. . 

I cannot see any other possible explanation. .  

You cannot immunize sick children, 

malnourished children, and expect to get away 

with it. You'll kill far more children than would 

have died from natural infection.‖

 

• Dr. Lanctot, MD-- The                                      

author of ―The Medical                                         

Mafia‖ was quoted                                    

saying: "Vaccination                                       

enables the selection                                           

of populations to be                             

decimated. It facilitates                                

targeted genocide. It                                        

permits one to kill people                                   

of a certain race, a certain                                    

group, a certain country;                                 

and to leave others untouched, in the name of 

health and well-being, of course." 

 
 

Top Government Vaccine Researcher Indicted For Fraud, Autism Research Now 
In Question 
The Intel Hub--By Alexander Higgins and Alex Thomas--April 23rd, 2011 
A federal government scientist, whose research the CDC and other federal government 
agencies have relied on to assure the public that the mercury filled vaccines that we are 

http://www.theintelhub.com/


forced to give to our children are safe has been indicted for money laundering and mail 
fraud. 
In the wake of widespread breakouts of autism, immune defects, cancer and cell 
damage being suffered in many people who have been forced to give vaccines to their 
children, various independent citizen groups have launched community awareness 
campaigns and conducted their own independent research into the safety of the 
vaccines. 
All research carried out by Dr. Poul Thorsen is now in question. The fact that this man 
has been exposed as a complete fraud should essentially discredit his research which 
the CDC has used to strengthen their claims that Thimerosal is safe and has no link to 
autism. 
The actual indictment states the scientist was “aided and abetted by others known and 
unknown to the grand jury”. 
However, it does not take a rocket scientist to read between the lines and realize those 
unknown others are the giant pharmaceuticals companies and corrupt government 
officials in the CDC and the FDA who are on Big Pharma‟s payroll and seem quite 
happy to force poison and murder upon the masses in exchange for a fat paycheck and 
their cozy lifestyles. 
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/vaccine-autism-researcher-indicted-for-
fraud-120224134.html  

 
How does mercury affect children? 
 
Very young children are more sensitive to mercury than adults. Mercury in the mother's 
body passes to the fetus and may accumulate there. It can also can pass to a nursing 
infant through breast milk. However, the benefits of breast feeding may be greater than 
the possible adverse effects of mercury in breast milk. 
 
Mercury's harmful effects that may be passed from the mother to the fetus include brain 
damage, mental retardation, incoordination, blindness, seizures, and inability to speak. 
Children poisoned by mercury may develop problems of their nervous and digestive 
systems, and kidney damage. And if you have not read it already, this is a good time to 
review my "History of Thimerosal" 
 
A school vaccine clinic in Warwick R.I. had to be shut down this week because 
someone spilled mercury and a hazmat team needed to be called in. 
 
Because we all know that mercury on the ground is dangerous while mercury in a child's 
veins is safe and even recommended by CDC and AAP. 
 
News reports say that a thermometer was accidentally broken, so the cafeteria where 
the vaccine clinic was being held had to be evacuated.  
 
Spill causes scare at local H1N1 clinic Gym evacuated after mercury spills onto 
floor 
Updated: Saturday, 05 Dec 2009--WEST WARWICK, R.I. (WPRI) - A chemical spill 

http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/vaccine-autism-researcher-indicted-for-fraud-120224134.html
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/vaccine-autism-researcher-indicted-for-fraud-120224134.html
http://adventuresinautism.blogspot.com/2005/08/beginning-at-beginning.html
http://www.wpri.com/dpp/news/west-warwick-chemical-spill-shuts-down-h1n1-clinic-


causes a hazmat scare at a local H1N1 clinic. A thermometer accidentally broke Friday 
afternoon spilling mercury onto the floor of the gym at the Greenbush School in West 
Warwick. The gym had to be evacuated. It took crews hours to clean up that spill. 
But what do you think the chances are of a mercury thermometer being used in a school 
in 2009? Haven't these gone the way cigarette ads and seat belts that buckle in the 
middle?  
 
Might not the most likely source of a mercury spill during an H1N1 vaccine clinic be the 
H1N1 Vaccine itself? Because of the mercury content in these vaccines, they cannot be 
thrown away, or even disposed of according to medical waste guidelines. To do so 
would be illegal. 
 
They must be disposed of according to HazMat rules. From the Wisconsin guidelines: 
Thimerosal contains about 50 percent mercury by weight. Vaccines with 0.01 percent 
Thimerosal have about 50 mg/L mercury, which exceeds the 0.2 mg/L hazardous waste 
toxicity characteristic regulatory level for mercury. According to state and federal 
hazardous waste management requirements, discarded Thimerosal-preserved vaccines 
may need to be managed as hazardous waste, using the waste code D009 (mercury). 
 
Because as I called to your attention last month, these shots, being given to children, if 
spilled on the ground are legally required to be cleaned up by a hazmat team. As a 
reminder:"the mercury concentration in the H1N1 and seasonal flu shots is 
exponentially larger than what is considered hazmat material. A comparison of 
mercury concentrations from Pediatrics: 
 
0.5 parts per billion (ppb) mercury = Kills human neuroblastoma cells (Parran et 
al., Toxicol Sci 2005; 86: 132-140). 
 
2 ppb mercury = U.S. EPA limit for drinking water 
http://www.epa.gov/safewater/contaminants/index.html#mcls  
 
20 ppb mercury = Neurite membrane structure destroyed (Leong et al., Neuroreport 
2001; 12: 733-37). 
 
200 ppb mercury = level in liquid the EPA classifies as hazardous waste. 
http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hazwaste/mercury/regs.htm#hazwaste  
 
25,000 ppb mercury = Concentration of mercury in the Hepatitis B vaccine, 
administered at birth in the U.S., from 1990-2001. 
 
50,000 ppb Mercury = Concentration of mercury in multi-dose DTaP and 
Haemophilus B vaccine vials, administered 4 times each in the 1990's to children 
at 2, 4, 6, 12 and 18 months of age. Current "preservative" level mercury in multi-
dose flu (94% of supply), meningococcal and tetanus (7 and older) vaccines. This 
can be confirmed by simply analyzing the multi- dose vials. 
 

http://dnr.wi.gov/org/aw/wm/publications/anewpub/WA841.pdf
http://adventuresinautism.blogspot.com/2009/10/dangers-of-mercury-in-h1n1-vaccine.html
http://www.epa.gov/safewater/contaminants/index.html#mcls
http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hazwaste/mercury/regs.htm#hazwaste


What this means is that if you took one of the vaccines being injected into the 
children at my son's elementary school outside and squirted it onto the 
pavement, a hazmat rules would be triggered and a hasmat team must be called 
in to clean it up." 
 
So is this what happened? Did the school comply with the law and call hazmat in to 
clean up a thimerosal containing vaccine spill and then lie about it, telling the public that 
it was a thermometer so that they would not see the violent absurdity of injecting 
hazardous material into children? Any one near Warwick wanna follow this up and find a 
witness to this "thermometer" accident? 
 
UPDATE: 
Apparently Deirdre Imus is asking the same questions: Deirdre also points out that 
mercury thermometers were banned in Rhode Island seven years ago. from RI.gov on 
their exchange program for mercury thermometers: 
As of January 2002, Rhode Island legislators passed a law to ban the sale of mercury-
containing fever thermometers. There is not a snowball's chance in Hawaii that there 
was an HG thermometer in that school cafeteria in December of 2009.  

 
EPA says you must weigh 550 lbs. to safely process the mercury in a flu vaccine 
 
Thimerosal containing flu shots have 25 mcg of mercury in them. 
 
EPA daily limits on mercury intake are .1 mcg per kilogram of weight. 1 kilo = 2.2 
pounds.  
My 55 pound 7 year old therefore weighs 25 kilograms. 25 x .1 = 2.5 So he would get a 
concentrated dose of mercury (10 times what the EPA advises is safe) from just 
one flu shot.  
 
The EPA says that my son should receive no more than 2.5 mcg of mercury in a day. 
The vaccine he will be offered at school contains ten times that amount. 
I weigh 255 lbs or 116 kelos. 116 x .1 = 11.6 
 
The vaccine is still more than twice what a person of my weight should be exposed to. 
 
Further these EPA standards are based on ingested methyl mercury, the kind 
found in fish, (only about a tenth of which is absorbed through the GI tract into 
the blood stream). We have already seen from the Burbacher study above, that 
injected thimerosal becomes trapped in the brain at a much higher rate than 
ingested mercury. So the EPA standards I am using are probably should be 
upped by ten fold when being applied to vaccination. 
 
EPA/FDA/CDC will not set safety limits for injected methyl mercury, despite the demand 
from parents for them to do so for many years. Government agencies and states are 
supposedly trying to eliminate mercury in daily life, but it is still in vaccines. 
 

http://www.health.ri.gov/healthyhousing/mercury/thermometers.php
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/BiologicsBloodVaccines/Vaccines/ApprovedProducts/UCM182404.pdf


Bills and laws limiting and eliminating mercury are ubiquitous now. It is the height of 
cognitive dissonance to say that mercury should be eliminated from the 
environment, but injected into babies as young as 6 months. 
 
And all this is true BEFORE you even begin the discussion on whether or not mercury 
containing vaccines can cause autism. CDC has done only ONE study of the 
relationship between vaccines and autism. A HORRIBLE study. It took a bestseller book 
to explain just how many shenanigans went into this study. Julie Gerberding was finally 
forced to tell congress that the study methods were "useless" in answering the question, 
'does mercury in vaccines cause autism', and she did it the cowards way... a quiet 
report that was leaked to a reporter a few months later. No formal retraction or apology 
has been issued and the study is still touted as proof that vaccines don't cause autism 

 
The latest scientific abomination: Genetically modified cows produce human 
breast milk 
by Mike Adams, (NaturalNews) There seems to be no limit to the violations of natural 
law that will be committed in the name of "science." The latest is an effort to make cows 
produce human breast milk by using genetically modified embryos crossed with 
human genes, then implanted into surrogate cows. The result is a cow that 
produces milk containing a human protein called lysozyme, making it closer to the 
nutritional composition of human breast milk. 
 
That such an experiment is even going on, of course, is sick at so many levels. It is a 
crime against nature being committed solely for corporate greed. Look where this is 
headed: These genetically modified cows will be produced en masse, then held in what 
are basically dairy concentration camps so that they can produce milk that some 
wealthy, powerful corporation will then market to American consumers as a "breast milk 
replacement." Mothers will be told all sorts of lies about it, such as, "Oh, you don't need 
to breastfeed your babies anymore. You can just buy this cow/human GMO breast milk! 
It's exactly the same!" 
 
Of course, the mad scientists pushing this scheme will claim it's a way for women who 
can't produce breast milk to buy a source of human-like milk for their babies. But that's 
nonsense: We already have cadre HUMAN WOMEN who can produce breast milk and 
who are trying to offer it for sale online but are being threatened and shut down by 
health authorities. The government, you see, doesn't want women to be able to sell their 
own breast milk to other women whose children might need it. No, they want you to buy 
it from a corporation running a factory dairy operation using genetically modified 
cows. Because that's more "scientific" somehow. 
 
It all makes no sense, of course. Why genetically engineer cows with human genes 
when we already have humans with human genes who can create human breast milk 
right now? 
 
As with nearly everything being done in the name of science these days, this is really 
just a case of runaway corporate greed; not respect, humility or even a sense of 
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compassion for humans and animals. In the name of "science," these poor genetically 
engineered cows won't even be able to produce cow milk for their own babies! They will 
be freaks of nature that are completely out of balance with their own species. 
 
The Chinese scientist who carried out this crime against nature, by the way, thinks it's a 
great idea, saying "The modified bovine milk is a possible substitute for human milk. It 
fulfilled the conception of humanizing the bovine milk." 
(http://www.foxnews.com/scitech/2011...) 
 
Because what's ultimately obvious from all this is that the real animals in all this are 
the mad scientists who keep playing God with genetic code. They're smug and 
arrogant in their "success" of creating cow's milk that's almost human, not realizing that 
God already created the perfect nutritional beverage for human babies when He created 
man, with NO science, no patents, no FDA, no technology and no corporations 
whatsoever. It's called human breast milk and there is no substitute. 
http://www.foxnews.com/scitech/2011...  
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